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PNRP hearing 4 stormwater, impermeable surface rule

Hi Claire
At our meeting re stormwater Hearing 4, and the proposed method re impervious surface cover proportion
and permitted activity re TA stormwater networks, we had eight aspects of work or additional information we
agreed to cover to assist GWRC.
I recorded those actions as:
1. Establish where / what the MDC/SWDC policy was which directed all new development (involving
impervious surfaces increase and stormwater) to soakage pits etc and not to the current existing
stormwater network. This task was allocated to Ms Pauline Witney.
2. Provide the references in my evidence (and any other useful) in regard ot impervious surface levels
and effects.
3. Add on to the impervious cover and catchment maps the stream layer.
4. Look at the rational used in developing the wider catchment surface area as that area pertained to
the dilution or effect on the impervious surfaces water discharge – i.e. see if it is reasonable to retain
areas of that catchment below the points of discharge of the “town” stormwater. And if changes
recalculate the resultant TIA%.
5. We agreed that the use of current biometrics (MCI, QMCI etc) is not helpful in measuring /
monitoring effects of spot or diffuse stormwater discharge to valued receiving environments and
determining adverse effects of that contamination. We discussed upcoming possible technologies
but in the medium term we resolved that a sediment monitoring framework in the receiving valued
environment with benchmarked trigger levels for sediment bound contaminants would be a better
system than using the biotic measures if a consent requirement path was “triggered”.
6. Provide further evidence that stormwater and wastewater is not deliberately designed nor could
easily accidentally cross contaminant -but primarily wastewater into stormwater.
7. Model and reflect on the extent of SH road loading of the TA network and receiving environments –
to get a feel for the proportion of contaminant loading the major roading has in comparison to the TA
network.
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8.

Develop a method for the TA’s to annually inform GWRC as to the change in the TIA % from growth
where it has changed the quantity of impervious surface discharging stormwater (and contaminant)
entering the Network.

My team was responsible for items 1-6 and 8, and you were going to undertake item 7

Responses
Item 1 -policy

Any and all, new greenfield subdivisions within Masterton District and South Wairarapa District have been
required for the past 20 years, to manage/discharge stormwater to site. There have been no instances where
connects have been provided, or the network extended. This requirement for onsite disposal includes all
water that can be captured off impermeable surfaces (such as roofs, hard stands and drives on individual
properties and the road network). The onsite discharge is achieved by soak pits, both on the individual lots
and within the associated subdivision road network.
The policy directive for requiring discharge to land is provided within Rule 21.1.26(a) of the Wairarapa
Combined District Plan. The rule requires that stormwater be provided in accordance NZS4404 2004 Land
Development and Subdivision Engineering. Standard 4.3.8.2 within NZS4404 2004 requires stormwater
soakpits may be used for developments in rural areas or for residential developments in urban areas if
connection to the public system is not feasible and soil conditions are suitable for soakage. For South
Wairarapa and Masterton, within greenfield sites there is no system to connect to, and therefore soakpits
must be used for the subdivision to proceed. Even for infill subdivision, South Wairarapa District Council in
particular, requires additional lots (and resulting houses) to discharge of stormwater to land via soak pits
even where the public system is available. It is noted that the stormwater network within South Wairarapa
deals with overland flow paths and runoff from some roads. There is not a system that is designed for
properties to connect to.
The primary reason for requiring discharges to land is capacity within the existing stormwater networks. Both
Councils have no allocated budgets, or annual or long term plan provisions to extend the council stormwater
networks beyond the existing urban areas, or to take additional loads within existing urban areas. As such
the requirement to discharge stormwater to site will continue for the life of the Natural Resources Plan.
In order to provide additional assurance to GWRC that new urban areas will not contribute to the existing
council’s stormwater networks, MDC and SWDC propose an amendment to the impermeable surface rule to
allow for an annual review of the impermeable surface calculations to ensure those communities within 2%
of the 5.1% threshold (i.e. above 3.1% at present) are reviewed annually to ensure the 5.1% threshold is not
breached over the life of the plan. Should the 5.1% be triggered, the permitted rule would no longer apply.

Item 2
This word document is in addition to a set of pdf’s included in the email being sent to Dr Conwell which are
the referenced papers and articles requested.

Item 3 & 4
Ms Hume-Mary has added the rivers and recalculated several of the toens TIA% having removed areas of
the catchment (the green areas of the map) which are more substantially below the point sof the towns
stormwater discharges to “receiving” environments.
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The table below is the change in the TIA % for each town that is a consequence of this modification.

Town

Impermeable Surface - Using
Intersecting Catchments (% of
catchment) – First set

Impermeable Surface - Using Estimated
Area of Influence (% of catchment) – new
set

4.16%
0.50%
3.75%
3.24%
0.51%
0.08%
2.15%
6.36%
2.56%
1.14%
0.54%

4.25%
0.50%
3.75%
4.14%
0.51%
0.08%
2.62%
6.67%
2.56%
1.14%
0.54%

Carterton
Castlepoint
Featherston
Greytown
Lake Ferry
Mangatoetoe
Martinborough
Masterton
Ngawi
Riversdale
Whangaimoana

There have been subtle changes. Greytown has be most revised but none have been caused to trigger the
5% where they did not previously do so. We believe this adds even greater caution into the method as 10%
is still the universal level of TIA at which planning and science collectively consider effects become
measurable and require management.
Separate pdf holds the new mapping.
Item 5 – no further discussion.
Item 6
SWDC says:
There are no, purposeful interactions between stormwater and wastewater and accidental interactions are
very restricted (or do not occur) due to the nature of the wat both are installed.
The stormwater network (using DIA definition) for South Wairarapa (SW) is predominantly uses the kerb and
channel or roadside drains for road/land runoff. There are sections of pipe however these are all fairly
shallow, the deepest 500mm below ground level. The piped section carry’s water across a road or
intersections or from a low point (end of cul-de-sac) to an adjacent road. For example Mr Lawrence attached
a drawing of the wastewater network on Waite Street (point 3 in his evidence) showing the 900mm (largest
of the piped sections) above the wastewater pipe.
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So all stormwater passes above the wastewater pipes either in the kerb/channel/open drain and any piped
section. Wastewater cannot by gravity flow into the stormwater if it is overwhelmed.
The wastewater network for the 3 SW towns were designed and constructed in the 1970s. All the systems
are predominantly gravity, even the pump stations (1 in Featherston, 5 in Greytown, 2 in Lake Ferry) collects
flow by gravity from a low lying sub-catchment of the town to pump it into a higher level manhole to join the
rest of the gravity flow.
• Minimum depth of the manholes and wastewater pipe is 700mm below ground because this allows
sufficient fall for connection to the property laterals (by gravity).
• All pump stations have duty-assist pumps which are checked weekly and telemetry monitored. The
stations are designed for the number of properties connected with a normal high level pumping level
of 8 hr volume with at least 16hr storage above for emergency and pump failure. This will be alerted
by alarm to the operators for pump failure and high level. There are no constructed overflows in any
of the networks.
The Stormwater networks in Riversdale, Castlepoint and Tinui are use the kerb and channel or roadside
drains for road/land runoff.

The Wastewater system is located below the stormwater network and there are no constructed wastewater
overflows. The systems are designed such that there is no purposeful interaction. All pump stations have
duty-assist pumps with telemetry alarms. The pump stations have 24 hour storage capacity in the event of a
failure

Item 7
Your response

Item 8
The following is suggested wording to provide for an annual review within the condition. Rather than having
to review all the communities on an annual basis, it is suggested that only communities which are above 3%
currently (see table above) are reviewed. Those with less TIA are very unlikely to trigger the 5.1% threshold
over the life of the plan, noting any new growth is not captured by the existing stormwater systems but is
required to be discharged on site. That in mind we suggest the permitted activity rule have a further aspect Condition b): the discharge is from a local authority stormwater network that serves a community with a total
impervious surface that contributes to the local authority stormwater network, of less than 5.1% of the
catchment areas of the settlement. For those communities exceeding 3.1% at the time of the plan being
made operative (being Carterton, Greytown, and Featherston), calculations confirming compliance with the
5.1% threshold shall be provided to GWRC on an annual basis from the plan being made operative.

Hopefully these answer, and resolve those questions and thoughts we had in our meeting

Yours
Dr Vaughan Keesing
Senior Ecologist
Boffa Miskell LtD
26.03.2018
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